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Private investigator Michael Fisten says Epstein used 16-
year-olds as recruiters once they 'lost their braces'

via @businessinsider

Private investigator says Epstein used 16-year-olds as recruiters once …
A private investigator who tracks Epstein says he loses interest in minors after they
lose their braces, and uses them to recruit even younger girls.

https://www.businessinsider.com/private-investigator-says-epstein-used-teens-to-lure-y…

In an interview with CNN, private investigator Michael Fisten revealed some of his

findings from studying multimillionaire and convicted sex offender Jeffrey Epstein

over the past decade.

After a 30-year career in law enforcement, Fisten began working for attorney Brad

Edwards, who represents some of Epstein's accusers and recently accused Epstein of

continuing to assault women while in custody due to his controversial plea deal

Fisten echoed Edwards' accusation, and detailed his own observations of former

Miami officers and private investigators he says Epstein paid to intimidate accusers.

Fisten said the men Epstein hired would follow his accusers to the gas station and the

grocery store in their cars.

"They were former Miami cops," Fisten said. "He paid an extremely large retainer to

them and all their job to do was to follow the girls around and intimidate them."

As his investigation progressed, Fisten said he saw Epstein wield power to try and

silence his accusers. He hired private investigators of his own, who Fisten said

frightened and harassed the victims.

Fisten said he received calls from some of their clients who expressed fears about

being followed.
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On one occasion, Fisten said, he drove one of Epstein's accusers to her home only to

find a private investigator parked across the street in a car holding a video camera.

The father of another accuser was run off the road, allegedly by one of Epstein's hires
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Fisten has interviewed many of Epstein's accusers, some who were abused starting at

age 13 

 

He said once they "lost their braces and their pubescent look and started becoming 16

or 17-years-old, they were too old, & he started using them as recruiters to bring

younger girls.”

Fisten also said he watched "lavish lunches" being brought into Epstein's private

office, where he could spend up to 12 hours a day working in during his work release,

along with young girls -

but the logs of those visitations are "missing," Fisten says, so he is unable to confirm

whether the girls were underage

According to Fisten, two women have come forward with their accounts of recruiting

underage girls for Epstein SINCE HE LEFT JAIL.

Fisten says he has given their names to the federal prosecutors overseeing the current

case against Epstein.

Fisten also feels it is unlikely that Epstein's circle of high-profile friends and

connections that include Trump, Clinton, and Wexner, did not know that Epstein was

committing sexual assault, given the youthful appearence of the young girls he

surrounded himself with.

"I couldn't help but think that this could have been my daughter, or your daughter, or

my next-door neighbor's daughter," Fisten told CNN.
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Investigator has spent a decade on Jeffrey Epstein's trail
Michael Fisten, a onetime Florida detective turned private investigator, spent a
decade investigating Jeffrey Epstein and allegations of sex abuse with underage
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girls.
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